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Blended Media/Slowmation
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Research Questions

Which biology processes do PST and HS students find 
challenging?

How does creating a slowmation support their 
learning?

What are the methodological challenges to capturing 
the ‘making’ process?
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Situating the Study: Theoretical Perspectives

Slowmation as a T&L strategy
-sequence of representations
-‘semiotic resources’/multimodalities
-affordances of technology tools

Explanations
-‘Expectancy to teach’
-must understand content to explain to others



Methods

Case study methods
Capture ‘making’ process (video, audio)
Artefacts (SloMa, sketches, images, models, storyboard)
‘On the go’ interviews
Transcripts

Data handling/processing
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Analysis

‘video log’
review video & audio data: ‘critical incidents’
review transcripts: discourse around learning/explaining
analysis of science content
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[00:44:24] Anthony: What is that? And then we have got this. This is the second part, and then 
we are going to introduce gases. So, we have got oxygen here and then CO2 wanted to get out. 
I'm just wondering how we do that because the misconception is that these gases are as big as 
these molecules whereas you can't see them, they are so small they come in between here.
[00:44:56] Craig: We can make a big cluster of tiny little blue stuff. I am just thinking with 
this, would it just be easier if you grouped them all together and said liposoluble gases can just 
passively diffuse, rather than saying lipids can pass and then gases-- we can do it that was 
actually. We'll do it your way.
[00:45:33] Anthony : The one is diffusing in and out with-
[00:45:40] Craig : I'll just make a bunch of little blue ones.
[00:45:41] Anthony : Yes. Black, green. I don't think you have got [inaudible 00:45:44].
[00:46:53] Craig : We will have to double check but [inaudible 00:46:56]. I hope we don't 
run out of time. We have got an hour and a half. So, we want maybe-- this is all out of order. 
We want CO2 and maybe like a hormone or something?
[00:48:17] Anthony : Those are our gases, brilliant.
[00:48:19] Craig : I was going to use these as water. We can use these as gases or something 
like that.
[00:48:25] Anthony : Different colors.

Working out misconceptions and representations



[00:56:30] Craig : This a channel.
[00:56:33] Anthony : Right, I know it’s a channel but what it is made out of is two 
proteins and that this is the carrier protein. This is what is otherwise a channel 
protein. It depends how specific we want to get.
[00:56:47] Craig : We don't need to be that specific.
[00:56:50] Anthony : Because both of these are carrier mediated, right? Facilitated 
fusion and one is specific. Both are specific and one is for ions and one is more 
micromolocules. So, we have got to make sure that these two are represented a little 
bit differently. One is specific for ions. This one is specific for ions.
[00:57:14] Craig : I see what is going on. So, we are not talking about pumps? 
That is the one I was thinking of.
[00:57:29] Anthony : So, I don't think we are going to get there unless we have 
time, how long have we got?

Checking biological processes/accuracy



[00:53:02] Anthony : And then food yes?
[00:53:05] Craig : Don't think of it as food. No, don't say food. It’s just a particular 
molecule that can't get through because then they will be like its only food that can 
get through, it’s not, it’s a whole bunch of stuff. Because different cells want different 
things. So, when you say-
[00:53:23] Anthony : Macromolecules.
[00:53:25] Craig : Yes, or polar.
[00:53:29] Anthony : Not polar. Non-polar. [crosstalk]-
[00:53:53] Craig : The molecules are trying to get through but the cell wants them.
[00:53:54] Anthony : Non-polar molecules are the gases in the water. Polar 
molecules are the micromolocules.
[00:54:01] Craig : Gases water and hormones, lipid soluble. So that can be like our 
channel and channels can sometimes be closed and they can be open as well. So, let’s 
think about that and I'm just going to make a gate

Pedagogical purpose



Issues in Analysis
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• ‘definitional precision’ (mode, resource, representation)
• volume of data
• what counts as ‘learning’?
• representations and what is represented

(and what does it mean?)



New Questions
• What role does the narration play as an affordance or 

representation?
• How can students be supported to meaningfully 

integrate meanings across representational forms?
• What aspects of science content make the content 

good for using slowmation/digital explanation?
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